UNIVERSAL
VERIFICATION
SERVICE

THE ONLY
SOLUTION
YOU NEED
The UBIRCH Universal Verification Service (UVS) is a unique solution which
helps to combine the EU DCC from different EU States into one verification
service, which can be implemented into every system.
Verify all European Digital COVID-Certificates in your own infrastructure.
Start immediately with minimum effort - no maintenance activities everything from one trusted source
The UBIRCH UVS is capable of verifying vaccination certificates, test results
and also certificates of recovery from all countries in the European Union (EU
DCC) and associated nations. It will be fully compatible with the emerging
WHO standard for digital vaccination certificates. The UBIRCH UVS comes
as an easy-to-use cloud service and is able to be easily integrated in all your
existing systems.

UBIRCH is renown as the company that developed the official digital
vaccination certificate in Germany, together with IBM. That’s why UBIRCH can
provide its partners with unparalleled knowledge about both technical, but
also regulatory aspects around Digital COVID Certificates.
Thus, UVS Customers can be sure that the UVS always complies with the latest
regulations and technical requirements, now and in the future.

ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES OF USE
There are numerous areas where a fast and secure verification of tickets is necessary. We add
the opportunity to verify and validate DCC’s to the process, where checking every certificate
manually simply takes too long. With the UBIRCH Universal Verification Service, you can
integrate our solution into your systems and optimize your workflow, in every case verifying
DCC’s is needed.

» 	TRAVEL INDUSTRY

When people travel, the virus might travel along as stowaway. That is why more and more
countries require proof of a negative test result, a vaccination certificate or an immunity
proof before granting entry permits. To ensure this, the EU standardized the Digital COVID
Certificates. We provide the companies who enable the travel with our unique UBIRCH
Universal Verification Service to be integrated directly into your software universe, enabling
you to verify the DCC’s right at the check-in or even better before, bringing back the comfort
and easy of online and pre-checking.

» 	EVENTS

Even when distance keeping and wearing compulsory masks, it will take some time before
major events like trade fairs, concerts or sport events, can be held in the usual setting. When
used in security control at the gate of stadiums, festivals, trade fairs etc., the UBIRCH Universal
Verification Service allows verifying DCC’s directly at the entry of large events in an easy
and secure way. The use of the UVS can reduce the time to check the status and the ticket
of the guests dramatically and provides a better experience for all your customers. It even
provides the opportunity for participants of big events to trustworthy pre-register their health
credentials and have them verified and validated by the organizer before arriving at the venue.
Regardless of the area of application, the Universal Verification Service is an effective helper
in the fight against corona and makes the world a little bit safer for all of us.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A
GLANCE
» The whole region: All certificates issued by all EU member states can be verified and validated.
We will extend the service to other regions as soon as they deploy similar standards.

» Lightweight architecture: The UBIRCH Universal Verification Service is built to be easily

integrated into existing systems. Our easy-to-use cloud solution can be deployed on any
infrastructure.

» Always up to date: UBIRCH’s exclusive service ensures that you are always ready for the latest
requirements. We are constantly developing the client and adapting it to changes or new
systems, like the emerging WHO standard for digital vaccination certificates.

» High standard of data protection: Our cloud solution is fully GDPR compliant by design. We
prepared all the documents you will need.

» Fast and professional help: In addition to UBIRCH’s outstanding support via Mail and chat

with experienced employees at UBIRCH, you also get access to all the documentation about
the architecture of the certificates, special technical information and API Descriptions.

WHY UBIRCH?
Our plug’n’play solution, the UBIRCH Universal Verification Service (UVS)
makes it possible to verify the digital COVID certificates of the EU in an
easy, secure and privacy compliant way. Built into a lightweight client,
the software can be integrated into existing systems and processes.

ABOUT UBIRCH
UBIRCH is the specialist for blockchain-based technology with
locations in Cologne, Berlin, and Munich. The team consists of
experienced specialists for cryptography, blockchain and datadriven business models. UBIRCH primarily addresses customers
from the manufacturing industry, smart cities, insurance,
healthcare, energy supply, automobile, air & space, and logistics
segments. Consisting of an extremely lightweight client and
the matching cloud backend, UBIRCH enables data security
at military-grade standards and thus offering new data-driven
business models. Innovative cryptography and blockchain
technologies guarantee the trustworthiness of IoT data. Further
information is available at www.ubirch.com

BECOME CURIOUS? CONTACT US!
UBIRCH GmbH – Berlin, Cologne, Munich, Tel Aviv and Dubai
+ 49 221 99 988 248
sales@ubirch.com
www.ubirch.com

